****** 2018 Junior 4-H Quiz Bowl Round 1 ******
Note: Welcome everyone, and try to get them to relax and smile. Have them test their buzzers.
Read: Please remember to wait until I verbally recognize you before you answer the
question. The first questions will be one-on-one questions in which only the designated
chair is allowed to answer.
Note: Please read the question number and state the chair number.
One-on-One
1. Chair 1: In terms of ideal conformation, what should the slope of shoulder be on a horse?
A: 45-50 degrees
HIH 220-6
2. Chair 2: A piece of equipment commonly used to protect the coronet band and heel area of a
horse is called ___
A: bell boots
DET p. 26
3. Chair 3: What is the minimum recommended height for a stall wall?
A: eight feet
HIH 320-3
4. Chair 4: When cleaning a hoof, the structure you see just inside the hoof wall is called
______
A: white line
HIH 505-1
5. Chair 1: What does EIA stand for?
A: Equine Infectious Anemia

HIH 630-1

6. Chair 2: The very first step in food breakdown begins with mastication in the ________.
A: mouth
ES 109
7. Chair 3: What areas of the body are black when a horse has black “POINTS”?
A: mane/forelock, tail, legs (ok to say around the rim of the ears) ES p. 36

8. Chair 4: Flies and mosquitos are examples of what type of parasites?
A: External
ES p. 184
Toss-Up Questions. Everyone get on your buzzers!
9. During the what part of the 20th century were horse numbers the highest?
Your choices are:
1920
1940
1960
or 1980
A: 1920
E Sci p. 3
Read: Question 10 has a bonus attached. The team that answers the question correctly will
have an opportunity to answer the bonus question. If #10 is not answered or is incorrect,
the bonus will fall to the next question answered correctly.

****10. Horses typically survived in the wild using the “fright and flight” reaction. What does
this mean?
A: the horse senses danger and runs rather than fight ES p. 57
*****Bonus Question
In what management situation would it be common to give a younger horse a 4 oz Fleet
phosphate enema?:
A: to a newborn foal to help pass the first feces or meconium
HIH 950-2
11. Which of the following forages would more likely have the highest level of protein if all
were considered “good” quality? The choices are: Straw, timothy hay,
fescue hay, or
alfalfa hay
A: alfalfa hay
12. What is the leg structure that will cause a horse to paddle?
A: Toed in or pigeon toed
13. The very first tooth for a newborn foal is the ______
A: central incisor
14. What is the preferred bedding for a foaling stall?
A: straw
HIH 940-3
“Question 15 with a bonus attached” if 15 answered incorrectly the bonus moves to the
next question until tossup is answered correctly.
*****15. With the mosquito as the vector, this viral disease of birds, horses AND humans can
be fatal as it attacks the central nervous system, but a vaccine can prevent the disease. What is
it?
A: West Nile Disease ES p. 180
******Bonus Question Name 5 white facial markings that might be found on a horse
A: star, stripe, snip, blaze, bald face, apron face, paper-faced or bonnet, combination
star/stripe/snip (not connected or connected)
ES p. 30
16. The ergot grows on what part of the horse.
A: fetlock (back of ankle could be counted correct)

DET 99

17. Sliding plates are used on the back feet of what type of horse?
A: reining horses
H Smarts 230-8
18. If you were looking at a concentrate feed bag, what term would be used to label the level of
“lipids”?
A: Fat
ES p. 143

